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Summary

A class of estimators for the meanof a tinite population has been
considered using information on two auxiliary variables, one of which
is used at the sample selection stage and otherfor improving the estimator
at the estimation stage. This generalizes the estimator proposed by
Agarwal and Kumar (1980). The asymptotic bias and mean square
error of estimators in the class have been obtained. Also theoptimum
estimators of the class liave been obtained. V a

Srivastava and Jhajj [3] have defined estimators which utilize
the value of the population variance of the auxiliary variable and
have shown that the resulting estimators have smaller asymptotic
mean square error than that of the linear. regression estimator.
Recently Agarwal and Kumar [1] used two auxiliary variables ; one
at the stage of selection of the sample-and the other at theestimation
stage and'theri talking the best linear combination of the probability
proportional to size (PPS) estimator and the ratio estimator so
obtained, to estimate the ''population mean of the study variable.
The minimum asymptotic mean square' error of the proposed
estimator is shown to have the same form as the variance of the
regression estimator under PPS with replacement sampling. •

. • Following Srivastava and Jhajj [3l a class of estimators of the
population meato of the study variable has. been defined when the
sampling is done -by the method of probability proportional to a
suitable- size, variable which is different from the auxiliary variable
used at estimated stage. Asymptotic, expressions for,.the bias and
mean square error of the proposed class of estimators are obtained.. ..
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Notations

Suppose that information on .two auxiliary variables highly
correlated with the study variable j is available. Let a sample of size
nbe drawn with PPS sampling and with replacement.,, Let P, denotethe probability of selection (based on one of the two auxihary
variables) of ifs unit, i-i N. and x, .den6K the of
tlie variable under study y and the auxiliary variable a: tor the ith
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unit of the population, and 7 and X denote their population means
respectively. We write.
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I The Class of Estimators and Mean Square Error

Consider the PPS sampling scheme with replacement based on
Pi. Then the proposed class of estimators of Y is

T=U„t{yv,z) ...(3.1)
where t {w,z) is a function of w and z such that

...(3.2)

We assume that the function t (wjz) is continuous and has
continuous first and second partial derivatives which are bounded
in a closed convex subset, D, of the two dimensional real space
containing the point (1,1).

Expanding the function t (w,z) about the point (1,1) in a
second-order Taylor's series, we have

T=u„ [KI.D + (w-I) h (1,1) + (z-1) tz (1,1)

+ y{(.W-l)^ til (w*, 2*) + 2 (w-l) (z-1) tx2 {w*, Z*)

+ {z-iy t22 (vf*, z*) } ] ...(3.3)

where w* = I + e (w-l), z'̂ . + 0(z-l), 0 < ^<j and. h (w. z),
tz (w, z) denote the first partial derivatives ofthe function t (w, z) at
the point {w, z) and hi (w* z*), hz (w*, z*) and tzz {^v*, z*) denote
its second partial derivatives at the point (w*, z*).

Substituting for wand zin terms of s, 8and v) in (3.3) and
using (3.2), we have

r=r[I+e+S?i(I,I)+v,/2(l,l)+Sefi(I,I+y)e^2(l,I)
+i{^\i(w*,z*)+2Syi2iw*,z*)+yi^t2z{w*,z*)}] ...(3.4)

Taking expectation in (3.4), it is easily found that
j?(r)=F+o(«-i).
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The mean square error of-J' up^ to terms of order is
given by

M{T)=E{T-Y)'^
=F2(£e2+s2;f(l.I)+v]2,|(I,l.)+-2sS/i(I,I)+267i<2(l.l)

+ 287)^1(1,1) f2(l,l)}

=^{Cl+ ,1) +(02- l)ri(l,l)+2p^C„Cvii(I,I)
+2TC„/2(l,l)+2«iC,ri(T,l)7i(I,l)} •;-(3.5)

The optimum values of ri(I,l) and (2(1,1) for which the mean
square error M(ir) at (3.5) is minimised is;given by ^ -

1\ C<(Puy°l ^) (2 1)

.Substituting from (3.6) and (3.7) in (3.5), the minimum mean
square error ofT, up to terms of order is giyen by. ,

MinM(r)= 4" 1 ,2
A r^v a02^$1-I

..r;:a8),.

Since 02-01—1>0, it follows from (3.8) that the minimum
mean square error of any estimator of the class (3.1), up to terms of
order n~^, is not greater than, the mininium' mean square error of'
the estimatorproposed by Agarwal and'Kumar (1980). In-fact the
second term on the right of (3.8) gives an idea of the amount of the
decrease in the mean square error. The class (3.1) of estimators is
very large. Any parametric function t{w,z) satisfying (3.2) can
generate an estimator of the class. If the parameters in t{w,z) are
so, chosen, that they; satisfy (3.6) and'(3.7), then the resulting
estimator will have the asymptotic.mean square error given by' (3.8). '
A few examples of the function <(w,z). are .given, in Srivastava and '
Jhajj [3] ......

2. The Bias

To obtain the bias of the estimator (3.1), it is further assumed
that third order plartial derivatives of the function t(w,z) exist"and
are continuous and bounded in D. Then, expanding the function
i(w,z) in a third order Taylor's series about the point (I.l), the bias
.of r is detained. J .
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Bias {T)=E(J—Y)

= 7Ui(I,l) £(£>l)+tMl,l) £(52)
• +2/12(1,1) J?(Sy])+^22(I,1)£(i]2)}] -•

7
,= •^(2/1(1,1) P„vQC,+2TC„<2(l,l)+2aiOi2(I,l)
+ Cf/„(l,l) + (0,-l)r^^(i,l)} ..(4.1)

where ?ii(l,l),/i2(I,l) and/22(I,1) denote the second partial deriva
tives of the function <(^,2) at the point (1,1). Thus we see that the
bias of the estimator T also, depends upon the second partial
derivatives of the function t{yv,z) at the point (1,1) and hence will be
different for different optimum estimators ofthe class. From (4.1),
one can easily obtain the asymptotic bias of any estimator of the
class (3.1). It is interesting to note that if we take

t{w,z)= ' ^
I.-.a(H'-I)-P(z-l)

indefining an estimator Tofthe class (3".I), the asymptotic bias' of
this estimator T with optimum values of the parameters a and P, is
equal to zero.
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